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‘In the realm of hunger, the world is prosaic 

The full moon is like scalded bread.’ 
 

 

 

This powerful imagery concludes a poem (‘Hey Mahajibon’ from Chharpatra) that opens 
with a call to ‘wipe away the poetry-softened chimes’ for the harshness of the times  
demands the ‘stern hammer of prose’.1 The fiery Bangla poet and author of these lines, 
Sukanta Bhattacharya, would succumb to tuberculosis at the age of 20, three months  
before India would formally gain independence from the British. In his short lifetime, 
however, the poet witnessed some of the most difficult years Bengal and its people lived 
in the twentieth century—in the last few years of his life alone Bengal saw the Famine of  
’43 and the Calcutta Killings of ’46, the latter of which triggered several Hindu–Muslim 
riots in Noakhali (in present day Bangladesh), Bihar and Punjab. Sitting in Calcutta (now 
Kolkata) in 2022 in relative privilege and comfort, the losses—quantifiable and worse, 
otherwise—are practically impossible to envision.  

Like with Sukanta Bhattacharya’s ‘Hey Mahajibon’, the scarring impact of these events 
made their ways into the recorded expressions of many writers and artists, offering us 
an avenue to engage with a past we have inherited, whether or not we choose to identify 
or claim it. This module looks at the Bengal Famine of 1943—a history that continues to 
remain largely missing from mainstream textbooks in India—with a specific focus on 
the works of Chittaprosad. 

Why Chittaprosad, when such a diverse range of artistic responses to the Famine ex-
ists? The answer here is more personal. The first time I saw Chittaprosad’s works up close 
I was struck by their intensity and their barely but definitely contained expression. Why 
had I not heard of an artist from Bengal whose idioms still clearly could be identified in 
so many instances of leftist art (posters, hoardings, graffiti) in university campuses and 
public spaces even today? The more I found, the more questions I had. Sanjukta Sun-
derason writes: ‘Chittaprosad’s stark pen and ink sketches of emaciation and displace-
ment became the dominant visual repertoire of human tragedy, circulated nationwide 
in CPI journals, political meetings and demonstrations, travelling Cultural Squads of the 
Indian People’s Theatre Association (IPTA), as well as in various famine exhibitions in the 
country, for generating awareness, propaganda or fundraising.’2 How or why then was his 
name not more widely known? The artist Somnath Hore mentions Chittaprosad having 
demonstrated to him ‘how to draw the ill and suffering’ with ink on paper in the early 
’40s.3 What trajectory did Chittaprosad’s life take after that decade?  

While this module does not attempt to cover the scope of these questions, it does 
hope to bring Chittaprosad’s art and words into the visual imagination of more learners 
and teachers, focusing primarily on his famine sketches from the 1940s. As it does to  
inspire questioning and a critical empathy through an involved engagement with works 
that embody an element of truth that allows them, despite their very particular historical 
location, a certain timelessness. 
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Who was Chittaprosad? 

 

 

Born in 1915 in Naihati, Chittaprosad spent his early youth and received his education in 
Chittagong, among the dominant centres for anti-colonial revolutionary activities at the 
time. Sunderason notes that, ‘As a graduate, Chittaprosad had been connected with  
student activism and had friends among the revolutionaries of the Chittagong Armoury 
Raid.’4 

The Axis Powers’ Burma campaign unfolded between 1942 and 1945 in the South East 
Asian theatre of WWII, led by the Japanese Imperial Army, bringing the War physically 
to the doorsteps of Eastern India. The bombing of Rangoon in December 1941 triggered 
a flow of refugees, primarily comprising Indians, Anglo-Indians and Anglo-Burmese into 
India. Burma’s ‘fall’ into Japanese hands in 1942 and the subsequent temporary retreat 
of the Allies exposed Chittagong to Japanese bombings. In response, an anti-fascist mo-
bilization began to form in Chittagong under the leadership of the Communist Party and 
the Kisan Sabha. Here, Chittaprosad began to be drawn into the Communist Party’s  
on-ground work, creating anti-fascist posters for the effort. 

The War, Chittaprosad writes in his unfinished autobiography, drastically altered 
his perception of art and himself as an artist—from the spell of classicism in art 
he was forced, he writes  “to turn my brush into as sharp a weapon as I could 
make it” . . . Thus initiated into the grassroot networking of the Party, Chit-
taprosad subsequently began working on a series of anti-fascist posters that soon 
brought him under official attention, and on more than a few occasions his 
posters were torn by the police and he was told to leave Chittagong.  

[. . .] Some of the anti-fascist posters that Chittaprosad made were displayed 
at the peasants’ conference at Dhalghat Rangamati, where he was spotted by the 
then General Secretary of the CPI, P. C. Joshi.5 

In 1943, Chittaprosad moved to Calcutta becoming a card-carrying member of the 
Communist Party of India, and later to the CPI HQ at Bombay on P.C. Joshi’s instructions.  
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The Bengal Famine of 1943 
 

 

 

‘I remember Independence. I was very young, but I was precocious. It was an  
incredible event. But my earliest memories are of famine: skeletal bodies dying 
in the streets, crawling to the back door begging for starch. This was the great  
artificial famine created by the British to feed the military in the Pacific theatre 
in the Second World War.’ 

Gayatri C. Spivak, Nationalism and the Imagination.6 

 

 

In 1943, the Bengal Province of British India was swamped by a devastating famine. While 
no clear scholarly consensus exists on the precise number of deaths caused by ‘Pon-
chaasher Monnontor’ (The Famine of ’50, referring to the corresponding year in the 
Bangla calendar, 1350), the range is usually estimated to be between 2.1 million to 3  
million, depending on the inclusion of the deaths caused by diseases directly resulting 
from malnutrition in the aftermath of the Famine. While the Famine first hit rural Bengal, 
it quickly spread across its expanse with massive numbers of the rural destitute moving 
to the cities of Calcutta and Dhaka in desperate hope for relief and aid.  

In a study published in the journal Geophysical Research Letters in February 2019 that 
looked at six major famines between 1873 and 1943, the Bengal famine of 1943 was found 
to be ‘different’ than the rest—in that it was found to be the only one of the six to not be 
a result of serious drought conditions, with rain levels in late 1943 found to be above  
average.7 What then caused the Bengal Famine of  ’43? Let’s look at some literature on 
the subject to explore this. 

 

I. Renowned economist Amartya Sen recalls in his memoir, Home in the World, that as a 9 
year-old having recently settled into life with his grandparents in Santiniketan, 

‘[E]ven as my own life was going so well, I was becoming increasingly aware that 
there were great tensions in the world around me—inside India and outside it. A 
ferocious world war was going on, the eastern front of which was moving closer 
and closer to us. But India’s problems were not only of external origin. There were 
politically cultivated tensions between Hindus and Muslims. And on top of that 
there were rapidly rising food prices; the intense hardship they caused was a sub-
ject of constant conversation in many—I imagine most—homes in Bengal. All 
these problems and concerns worried my grandparents with whom I was living, 
and also our relations [. . .]. 

I saw the first signs of famine in April 1943—the so-called ‘Great Bengal 
famine’ which would kill between 2 and 3 million people. Food prices had started 
rising quite sharply during 1942, the year before the famine. At the end of a class 
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in the spring of 1943, we were told by some younger students that a man with  
evident mental derangement, who had just appeared on the Santiniketan  
campus, was being cruelly teased by a couple of school bullies. We went to the 
scene of this barbaric activity—near the cricket ground—and, while the two bul-
lies were individually stronger than each of us on our own, there were a great 
many of us who together could give them pause. After the tormenters left with 
some angry words, we tried to talk to the victim. He was barely coherent, but we 
gathered that he had not eaten anything for nearly a month. One of our teachers 
joined us as we were conversing, and we gathered from him that prolonged star-
vation often does produce mental derangement. That was my first direct contact 
with a famine victim. 

But soon there were others who came into our neighbourhood in the hope 
of escaping starvation. Their numbers grew as the classes stopped in May for the 
summer vacation. My parents joined me in Santiniketan (it was my father’s holi-
day too, at Dhaka University) as famished victims kept arriving in larger and larger 
numbers. By the time the school reassembled in July, the trickle had grown into 
a torrent of miserable humanity. They were looking for anything that they could 
eat. Most of them were on their way to Calcutta, nearly a hundred miles away, 
having heard rumours of arrangements there for the feeding of destitutes. These 
rumours were vastly exaggerated. The government was not, in fact, providing any 
relief and private charities were woefully inadequate. But because of the rumours 
it was to Calcutta that the starving wanted to go. From us, they wanted a little 
help with food—maybe even leftover or rotten food—to allow them to survive as 
they continued their journey, on the way to Calcutta. The situation continued to 
worsen, and by September we thought that perhaps 100,000 destitute people had 
passed through Santiniketan on their long journey to the big city. The continuous 
cries for help—from children and women and men—ring in my ears even today, 
seventy-seven years later.’8 

 

 

Further reading:  

Here’s another excerpt from Amartya Sen’s Home in the World that delves further into the 
socio-economic and political context to the Famine: https://bit.ly/3IaNR8c 
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II. For a broad socio-political and economic understanding of the context in which the 
famine took form, and the dire effects it marked on Bengal, below are excerpts, divided 
into focused segments for students’ convenience, from an excellent article on the subject 
by the author of Hungry Bengal: War, Famine and the End of Empire, Janam Mukherjee:  
‘Revisiting the Bengal Famine of 1943’. 9 

 

 

Background 

The 1930s in Bengal were devastating for the poor. Global depression since 1929 
had disabled the economy, and across the province there was ample evidence of 
starvation. [. . .] In the wake of World War I, the price of agricultural commodities 
collapsed, credit dried up completely, and destitution and despair were wide-
spread, particularly in the eastern districts of Bengal. The index price of jute, set 
at 100 in 1914, had collapsed a full 60% by 1934. Satish Chandra Mitter in his  
Recovery Plan for Bengal, written that same year, warned: “it is evident to anyone 
familiar with agricultural conditions . . . and with the lives of the cultivators . . . 
that they exist rather than live, and that the margin between starvation and exis-
tence is an extremely small one.” [Mitter, S.C.  A Recovery Plan for Bengal. (Calcutta: 
The Book Company, 1934)  p. 42.] Agricultural labourers had been driven to abject 
destitution, malaria was decimating the province every winter, the fisheries were 
in ruins, cottage industries were bankrupt, and flood control was non-existent  
[. . .]. In 1937 populist leader of the Krishak Praja Party, Fazlul Huq, ran his cam-
paign on the central platform of “Dal-Bhat;” and on that platform became the 
first Bengali Prime Minister of Bengal under British rule. 

During this same period, jute cultivation, and the jute industry at large, were 
increasingly coming under the domination of Indian capital. In response to the 
jute industry’s woes of the 1920s and 1930s, these agro-industrial interests, many 
hailing from outside of Bengal, diversified into coal, commodity markets, rice 
milling, and eventually textile production. 

 

 

The Second World War and Calcutta 

When war was declared on Germany on September 3rd, 1939, these same interests 
were well positioned to make the best of bad times. It was clear from the outset 
of the war that loot of the colonies would be a central pathway to victory. Raw 
goods, natural resources, territorial outposts, soldiers, labor, industrial output, 
munitions—Britain would need it all.  

[ . . .] As industrial production was scaled up, labor needs soared, industrial 
wages increased, and the city of Calcutta, in particular, began to boom. Supplying 
the Allied war effort proved lucrative business for European and Indian industri-
alists alike. War production was named an “essential” industry, and labor and 
foodstuff costs could be written off against an Excess Profits Tax, that was meant 
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to curb skyrocketing profits. Wage work by migrant populations laboring in  
Calcutta could support whole clans in destitute villages left behind, but in the 
majority of the 90,000 villages of occupied Bengal, bare survival remained the 
order of the day [.  .  .]. 

 

 

What was the Denial Scheme? 

When Japan drove Britain out of Burma in the first few months of 1942, that pen-
dulum swung still further.  Bengal was now on the very front of war with Japan, 
and its importance strategically, logistically and industrially multiplied. In the 
name of protecting Bengal from potential Japanese invasion, a scorched earth 
campaign was undertaken from Chittagong to coastal Midnapur. Special Officer 
L.G. Pinnell was sent from Delhi to oversee what came to be known as the “Denial 
Scheme”. Denial involved three main components: the removal of tens of thou-
sands of villagers from their lands (in order to build a defense corridor around 
Calcutta, and airstrips in eastern Bengal), the disabling and destruction of 45,000 
“country-boats” (shattering the transportation infrastructure of deltaic Bengal) 
and the appropriation of all “excess rice” in that same region (ostensibly to 
“deny” Japan resources they might commandeer in the event of invasion.) By Au-
gust of 1942, the Prime Minister of Bengal, Fazlul Huq was warning the imperial 
Governor in no uncertain terms that there was a “rice famine in Bengal”. Between 
July 7th and August 21st, alone, the price of rice in the province had risen by 65%. 

 

 

Impact on Bengal’s people and economy 

The question of how much rice was removed from districts during the Denial 
Scheme is difficult to answer, but the impacts of Denial were far-reaching. In 
terms of rice markets, and in relation to mass casualties due to starvation yet to 
come, perhaps the most significant aspect of the scheme was the partnering of 
the colonial government, martial authority and industrial interests in the name 
of removing rice from the countryside to Calcutta. Contracts for Denial were 
given to large-scale commercial agents from Calcutta, who had little knowledge 
about local market structures. They were backed in their efforts by imperial au-
thority, accompanied by armed guard and given wide powers at purchasing, and 
even confiscating, rice. Apart from the tons of rice thus removed from local hold-
ing, local markets were destroyed by such heavy-handedness and a general panic 
gripped the countryside. The various chambers of commerce of Bengal, mean-
while, joined forces and made large purchases on their members’ accounts, op-
erating “unofficially” under the auspices of Denial, even while Calcutta industrial 
firms continued purchasing on their own as well. This triumvirate of forces—
governmental, martial and industrial—would rule resources and markets for the 
duration of the war. 
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The mantra of feeding industrial Calcutta had quickly become synonymous 
with the war effort at large. Textile mills all along the Hooghly river were operating 
at full capacity, troops from the farthest reaches of the British Empire and Amer-
ica were pouring into Calcutta, and heavy industrial manufacturing was boom-
ing. And as the draw of Calcutta, both economically and demographically, had 
exploded, just as quickly, conditions in the countryside deteriorated. Ceiling 
prices on rice were fixed, and then repeatedly undermined by corporate pur-
chases above that ceiling rate. Black markets flourished and essential goods 
across the board became scarcer and scarcer on open markets. When a devas-
tating cyclone hit Midnapur in October of 1942, the relief officer was told to go 
purchase relief grain on the open market in Calcutta—government had nothing 
in hand to spare, even while Denial rice was funneling into corporate godowns. 
Collective fines, meanwhile, were levied across the province to keep a restive pop-
ulation from open revolt. 

When Calcutta was bombed by Japanese aircraft in December of 1942, the 
situation deteriorated further. A significant segment of Indian commercial inter-
ests operating in Calcutta were from outside the province. When bombs began 
to fall, these non-Bengali business houses shuttered their warehouses and fled 
the province. [ . . . ] Although 90% of rice consumed in Bengal was hand-milled 
locally, commercially milled rice (“polished rice” as it was called) was crucial to 
feeding Calcutta, and particularly its industrial, military and white-collar work-
force. Bottlenecks in rice mills created shortage in the city, and that shortage 
began to breed real panic in administrative circles. Government, again employing 
commercial agents and backed by military fiat, fanned out into the countryside 
and began beating the bushes to unearth “hoards” of rice. Whatever they could 
squeeze out of local markets—much of the time through coercive measure— 
received priority transport arrangements in its passage to Calcutta. The winter 
harvest was in, and the greed for rice in Calcutta knew few bounds. Prices across 
the countryside went far out of the reach of the rural majority and starvation  
escalated precipitately, with agricultural laborers too poor to retain even a sub-
sistence share of their own production. Millions of Bengali villagers were on the 
precipice of mass starvation.  

In March of 1943, the elected government of Fazlul Huq was duped into res-
ignation by the colonial government, and Emergency Rule was declared in Ben-
gal. [ . . . ] In Bengal, millions were starving to death, and tens of millions were on 
the move, seeking bare survival. [ . . .] In famine camps only starvation rations 
were given. Over the course of the next three years between 3 and 6 million peo-
ple died of starvation and its related diseases in Bengal. The countryside lay in 
utter ruins. Meanwhile, India had been industrialized in the heat of war—and in 
the shadow of famine. 

Read the complete article here: https://bit.ly/3Q7ixZQ 
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ACTIVITY I 

 

 

 
Build a timeline tracing significant moments leading up to the Bengal famine of  ’43, as 
per the above article. 

 

 

 

 

 

Divide the class into two groups. One group is assigned the Janam Mukherjee article, the 
other excerpts from Home in the World.  

Students read their assigned text closely and respond to the following based on their 
reading: 

Long-term factors that led to the Famine 

Factors that more immediately led to the Famine of  ’43 

Government’s action/inaction in this context 

Impact of these circumstances on i) Calcutta and ii) non-urban parts  

of Bengal. 

If interested in discovering more about the Burma campaign, encourage them to take a 
look at this: https://bit.ly/3IgcPD0 

 

 

 

 

 

As you have gathered from the above segments ‘Who was Chittaprosad?’ and ‘The Bengal 
Famine of 1943’, Chittaprosad finds himself drawn into the Communist Party’s on-ground 
work during the WWII, painting anti-fascist posters that eventually led to the police de-
manding he leave Chittagong.    

Read up on the Second World War as well as what was unfolding at its frontier along 
Burma and eastern India. What kind of anti-fascist posters would you come up with in 
this context? 
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The ’43 Bengal Famine and News Media 

 

 

 

The economist Amartya Sen in his The Idea of Justice argues that a healthy free press has 
the potential to develop public reasoning, and that support for such a free press is em-
blematic of the existence of a democracy. This in turn has the potential to create condi-
tions where it would be difficult for a famine to unfold, though he adds that merely 
self-governance cannot ensure that famines are avoided.10  

Looking at the case of the Bengal Famine of 1943–44 that he witnessed as a child, he 
writes: 

The Bengal Famine of 1943 . . . was made viable not only by the lack of democracy 
in colonial India, but also by severe restrictions on reporting and criticism im-
posed on the Indian press, and the voluntary practice of ‘silence’ on the famine 
that the British-owned media chose to follow (as a part of the alleged ‘war effort’, 
for fear of aiding the Japanese military forces that were at the door of India, in 
Burma). The combined effect of imposed and voluntary media silence was to pre-
vent substantial public discussion on the famine in metropolitan Britain, includ-
ing in Parliament in London, which neither discussed the famine, nor considered 
the policy needs of dealing with (that is, not until October 1943 when The States-
man forced its hand). There was of course no Parliament in India under the British 
colonial administration. A democratic system with public criticism and parlia-
mentary pressure would not have allowed the officials . . . to think the way they 
did.11 

 

THINGS TO REFLECT ON: 

What role do you think a free press can play in a mass disaster? •

Why would a better-informed public lead to a healthier democratic society?  •

According to Sen, just being an independent, self-governed country is not enough •
to avoid famine conditions. What else then is required? 

In what circumstances do you think a government would try to restrict the freedom •
of the press?  

 

Assignment: Find two examples from contemporary society where i) the media itself im-
poses a ‘silence’ on what it reports; ii) the government imposes restrictions on media 
coverage of an issue. Annotate both and share your analysis of the motivations behind 
each. 
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At the time of the Famine, The Statesman (then British-run) and the homegrown Amrita 
Bazar Patrika were the two primary mainstream English language newspapers. What were 
they reporting? 

The Wikipedia entry on the subject reads as follows: 

In the early months of the famine, the government applied pressure on newspa-
pers to “calm public fears about the food supply” and follow the official stance 
that there was no rice shortage. This effort had some success; The Statesman pub-
lished editorials asserting that the famine was due solely to speculation and 
hoarding, while “berating local traders and producers, and praising ministerial 
efforts.” News of the famine was also subject to strict war-time censorship—even 
use of the word “famine” was prohibited—leading The Statesman later to remark 
that the UK government “seems virtually to have withheld from the British public 
knowledge that there was famine in Bengal at all”. 

Beginning in mid-July 1943 and more so in August, however, these two news-
papers began publishing detailed and increasingly critical accounts of the depth 
and scope of the famine, its impact on society, and the nature of British, Hindu, 
and Muslim political responses. For example, a headline in  Amrita Bazar 
Patrika that month warned “The Famine conditions of 1770 are already upon us,” 
alluding to an earlier Bengal famine that caused the deaths of one third of Ben-
gal’s population. It also published an editorial cartoon showing starving peasants 
gazing at distant international food aid ships with the caption “A Mirage! A Mi-
rage!”[10] The Statesman’s reportage and commentary were similarly pointed, as 
for example when it opined that the famine was “man-made”. 

A turning point in news coverage came in late August 1943, when the editor 
of The Statesman, Ian Stephens, had a series of graphic photographs of the victims 
taken, some of which he published on 22 and 29 August. Publication of the im-
ages greatly affected both domestic and international perceptions and sparked 
an international media frenzy. In Britain, The Guardian called the situation “hor-
rible beyond description”. Not only had the rest of the world been unaware of the 
famine: many in India itself had had little idea of the scope of it. The images had 
a profound effect and marked “for many, the beginning of the end of colonial 
rule”.12 
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Images from The Statesman (India) in August 1943; Source: https://twitter.com/SushantSin/status/1260960975890481154/photo/1



Clipping from The Guardian London, 20 September 1943, Page 4. Greater London, England; Source: 
https://www.newspapers.com/clip/25389188/bengal-famine-article-sept-1943/)



Courtesy: DAG.



ACTIVITY 2 

 

 

Download and print images of newspaper coverage of the 1943 Bengal Famine from here. 

https://bit.ly/3Gxfvv2 

  

Students are given approximately 15 minutes to pore over all the images before being 
given the below questionnaire to work on: 

Do you find anything common/any differences across the author/reporter’s tone in •
the five news pieces? Elaborate. 

What kind of information are you receiving from each article? •

How are the people affected by the famine treated/seen in each article? •

Which article leaves an impression on you and why? •

What function do you think a news report plays in a disaster of this scale? Which of •
the given articles fulfills this function for you?  

 

 

 

Activity 3 
 

Now let us read three critical perspectives on media coverage and the Bengal Famine. 
Based on these readings, attempt the activity that follows: 

 

I. An excerpt from ‘Sufficiency and Sufficiency and Sufficiency: Revisiting the Great Ben-
gal Famine of 1943–44’ in Eating People Is Wrong, and Other Essays on Famine, Its Past, and Its 
Future by Cormac Ó Gráda. 

The role of the local press during the Bengal famine is interesting in this respect. 
On the one hand, wartime censorship limited the freedom of the press to criti-
cize, or indeed, to publish news deemed damaging to the war effort. A good case 
in point is the devastating cyclone that struck Midnapore (now Medinipur or 
Midnapur) in the west of the province on 16 October 1942, news of which took 
nearly a fortnight to reach a senior minister in the Bengal government. Only in 
January 1943 was the real scale of the damage revealed, because of fears that news 
of the calamity would play into the hands of the Japanese. Opposition spokes-
men claimed that the severity of the impending famine was being kept from the 
people because the government has gagged the press and forbidden public meet-
ings where food problems are likely to be discussed. Newspapers supporting the 
nationalist, anti-British Quit India movement were censored or shut down at this 
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time and their editors fined or imprisoned. A clandestine press and an under-
ground opposition operated, but these were poor substitutes for the genuine ar-
ticle.13 

 

II. Amartya Sen recounts in Home in the World the media scenario in ’43 and the role of 
non-mainstream media in Bangla: 

The Bengali cultural magazines were convinced that the starvation occurring in 
Bengal could have been stopped by getting more food into the economy, and 
they blamed the British government for not dealing with the famine. One of these 
magazines, Desh, ran a striking editorial in July 1943 which presented the analogy 
of Emperor Nero playing the violin while Rome burnt. The editorial was sarcas-
tically headlined ‘The Glory of the Churchill Government’. It proclaimed in pow-
erful Bengali why the famine could have been averted if Prime Minister Winston 
Churchill had allowed more food to be brought into Bengal. This diagnosis may 
have overlooked some of the features of the government’s inability to understand 
what had caused the famine and the different ways it could have been prevented, 
but the basic thrust of its criticism of government policy was not seriously mis-
taken. The Bengali daily newspapers were heavily censored during the famine 
period, but the cultural magazines, with a relatively small readership, were rather 
freely sold. My grandparents used to take a couple of these periodicals regularly 
—among them Desh (a Bengali weekly) and Prabashi (a Bengali monthly) were par-
ticularly well regarded. My grandmother Didima read them most afternoons 
while resting on her favourite wooden bed after lunch, and often shared with me 
the accounts she read. I felt very involved—more than just interested—in the  
arguments presented in these articles. Some of my older cousins, who visited us 
from time to time, also wanted to find out what they could about the terrible  
developments around us . . . One day, Didima read out to me a striking analysis 
of ‘the food problem’ from Prabashi in the issue for Shrabon (a monsoon month), 
which would have been out in August 1943. I checked later that my memory was 
correct about what the piece had actually said. It did link the rise of food prices 
with the extra expenditure and bigger food purchase in urban regions resulting 
from the war efforts, including the consumption of soldiers stationed in Bengal 
and beyond, who were facing the Japanese not far from us. Prabashi did not dis-
pute the need for the war effort, but questioned the complete lack of attention 
by the authorities to the hardship that resulted from it, including the impact on 
food prices, which ruined the lives of the rural poor. 

[. . . ] 

The fact is, however, that, even as Bengal was ravaged by a famine the likes of 
which it had not seen since the eighteenth century (at the beginning of British 
rule in Bengal), neither the Parliament in Westminster nor the ever-active British 
newspapers had sufficiently extensive reports or discussions about it. Indeed, 
the British public was kept amazingly uninformed. The high-circulation Bengali 
newspapers were, as I have said, censored (to avoid damaging rumours while 
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fighting the world war), and the grand English newspaper of Calcutta, The States-
man, which was British-owned and edited by a loyal Englishman, Ian Stephens, 
voluntarily chose a policy of not discussing the famine in the interest of solidarity 
for the war effort—though it did publish some sad photos of starving people, 
without commentary or explanation. The informational blackout ended only 
when Ian Stephens revolted in October 1943. Until then, the censorship imposed 
by the Raj, combined with the Statesman’s silence, had prevented any large-scale 
journalistic discussion of hunger and famine in Bengal. All the members of my 
extended family, despite their political differences (they included nationalists, 
socialists, communists and liberal democrats) were united in fury about the sup-
pression of news and analyses of what was going on.14 

 

III. An excerpt from Scent of a Story, a memoir–biography of Dr. S.N Ghosh, longest- 
serving and the first Indian editor of the second-oldest English newspaper in India, the  
Pioneer, written by his son Shankar Ghosh:  

One of my greatest regrets while reporting in the war years was the studied indif-
ference of our entire journalistic community to the famine in Bengal. Between 
1942 and 1943, over three million people died of starvation in Bengal with hardly 
any mention in the media. Battles, skirmishes, the give and take of a few square 
yards of real estate in unpronounceable locales made it to the front pages, but 
the death by starvation of Indians, almost equal to two-thirds the population of 
Scotland, was something to be wished away. 

I too got a whiff of the great calamity. For reasons unfathomable, there were 
all kinds of restrictions on the transport of foodgrains. There was grain rotting 
in the Punjab, but traders couldn’t send it to Bengal. Bi made at least five trips to 
her home in Calcutta from Lucknow in 1943 and 1944 with our children, and most 
of her luggage was filled with rice. The ‘holdall’, mattress, pillows were all full of 
rice. I used to be on tenterhooks till I got word of her safe arrival. If caught by the 
railway or police authorities, she would have been treated as a common crimi-
nal. 

The only journalist (I am not including the vernacular press) I can think of 
who tried to highlight news about the famine was Ian Stephens, editor of the Cal-
cutta-based and British-owned the Statesman. In a series of hard-hitting articles, 
especially those of 14 and 16 October 1943, he gave a graphic account of the 
famine, and delivered a stinging critique of inaction of the administration. Fur-
ther, he had visiting cards made with his name on one side and the most grue-
some pictures of death on the streets by starvation in Calcutta on the other, and 
made sure that all senior officers in Delhi got at least one. It was thanks to him 
that the ‘Famine Code’ was finally declared and the dying gradually came to an 
end. 

In 1935 I had become the chief reporter of the Pioneer, and had worked in this 
capacity for a brief period of about four years. But somehow the name ‘chief ’ 
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stuck on for the rest of my working life. I didn’t mind the appellation at all. But 
when Ian Stephens’s writings had me all fired up and I wrote an impassioned sec-
ond leader on the famine, it caused me a bit of grief. I was told in no uncertain 
terms that the moniker ‘chief ’ had perhaps gone to my head and that there was 
a war to be won, and such talk was bad for army morale and grist for the enemy 
propaganda mills. The same person, though, appreciated the quality of my write-
up! 

As a final wrap-up job on the famine, a commission was set up, with the great-
est care given to the selection of ‘compliant’ committee members, and all the ev-
idence presented to the commission was held in camera. As a further precaution, 
the evidence collected was ordered to be destroyed after the final report was filed. 
Sir Mani Lal Nanavati, one of the committee members, managed to save his 
copies and these ended up in the National Archives of India, buried under a ‘Re-
stricted’ tag (the Nanavati Papers). 

The final report was signed in August 1945: a beautifully written document, 
full of information, and as expected—utterly misleading. Moreover, the war was 
over, the horrors of the famine had faded with time and, with public attention 
focused on getting on with life—all with Viceroy Archibald Wavell’s skills of pro-
crastination and obfuscation—the famine became an invisible event in Indian 
and world history: Famine? What famine?’15 

 

1. What sense do you get of the media’s location vis-à-vis reporting the famine of ’43 as 
per each of the above excerpts? 

The below table is also available to download and print at: https://bit.ly/3vtL7es 
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British–owned  
English newspaper in 
India (specify the name 
of the paper you are 
looking at)

Locally–owned  
English newspaper 
(specify the name of 
the newspaper)

Bangla cultural maga-
zines (specify the 
name)

People’s War

Find out when they 
started reporting on 
the Bengal Famine.

What factors did they 
hold responsible for 
the Famine?

Did the newspaper 
maintain a consistent 
narrative on the 
Famine or did they 
change their stance at 
any point? 

List the sources you 
used in your research



2. Pick any one instance of journalism of your choice that you think is brave/path-break-
ing. Share why you think so.  

3. Below is an excerpt from a news article, ‘Food Queue Ordeals’ (The Statesman, 3 January 
1943) as quoted in Eating People Is Wrong and Other Essays on Famine: Its Past and Future.16 Go 
through the information with care. Based on all that you have read so far with regard to 
the Famine of ’43 and any other digging around you do on the subject, how would you 
report this in your newspaper? Would you illustrate it—if so, how? 

 

‘The travails of an ordinary male worker in Calcutta seeking provisions in price 
controlled shops at the height of the crisis are worth recording in full: 

2 a.m. joined rice queue—no sleep, no shelter from rain. 

6:30 a.m. arrival of control clerk to give tickets. Crowd disorderly, clerk angry, re-
fused to sign my ticket. I got no rice. 

9 a.m. joined sugar queue. 10 a.m. tickets distributed to everyone whether there 
is sugar or not. 11 a.m. received one seer sugar. I had stood two previous mornings 
without receiving any. One day my ticket was signed ‘empty’ and as I do not read 
well I waited thinking it was signed. 

11.30 a.m. joined kerosene queue. 2.30 p.m. received one bottle kerosene. 3 
as(annas). 

Thus apart from any other bazaar, I spent from 2 a.m. to 3 p.m. getting these few 
necessities. A woman from my street did the same: on her return she collapsed. 

The atta queue is at the same time as the sugar, so if I go for the one I cannot get 
the other. The ration has to shown for both rice and coal. I have to get rice each 
day except Sunday so I can only wait for coal on Sunday. I then receive 5 seers for 
3 as. 

Besides, discrimination in giving rations is evident. Friends of the shopkeeper 
come before the public. Bribes are taken. Uniformed volunteers are necessary to 
keep order in queues, to see justice done: also to keep a check on those known 
to frequent queues for reselling supplies.’ 
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Chittaprosad and the Bengal Famine of  ’43 

 

 
 

HUNGRY BENGAL17 
 

In 1943, Chittaprosad was assigned the coverage of the ongoing famine by the Commu-
nist Party of India. In November that year, the artist–reporter set out to travel through 
the district of Midnapore and record the famine’s effects on the people of the land. His 
eye-witness reports, a selection of 22 stark black and white sketches, and detailed studies 
of people displaced, families destitute and fractured—further exacerbated by the ravages 
of the cyclone that hit Bengal that year leaving extensive damage to housing and wide-
spread malaria in its wake—as well as the indifference of the landowning wealthy, were 
published as a pamphlet by People’s Publishing House (Bombay): Hungry Bengal, A Tour 
through the Midnapore District. Out of the 5000 copies printed, nearly all were seized and 
destroyed by the British administration.  

What was it about the document that evoked such heavy-handed censorship? While 
that is a question readers are encouraged to reflect on, let us first gain a sense of what 
Hungry Bengal contains within its pages. The document is a slim publication of a detailed 
reportage of a tour Chittaprosad undertook through the Midnapore district in November 
1943, as mentioned earlier, to observe and record the effects the unraveling famine was 
having over the poorest of the land. Traveling in a time preceding the electrification of 
trains (meaning, a train journey from Sealdah to Medinipur town would take close to 10–
12 hours, as opposed to the present 2–3 hours!), Chittaprosad toured across the district 
to Contai, Belda, Egra, Gopalpur and neighbouring villages by train, ferry, rickshaw and 
on foot—most of the journey undertaken with Tarapada Chakravarti, a Kisan Sabha 
worker from Medinipur as companion.  

In the 15–16 odd pages of written text in the document, Chittaprosad offers us an in-
valuable slice of history: interactions with landless labourers and destitute women—
farmers and otherwise; local Party comrades, an abandoned child; debates and 
conversations with Congress workers, a doctor; young children left in an orphanage by 
desperate parents; the last remaining inhabitants of villages that had been near-vacated 
for towns in pursuit of finding ‘a handful of rice’.  Hungry Bengal also has invaluable sig-
nificance as a record of the political environment of the time—a context without which 
efforts to see where the artist was coming from would be quite gapingly incomplete. Chit-
taprosad documents heated debates with local Congress workers, capturing shifting at-
titudes to the CPI in light of their altered stance on the Second World War and Indian 
involvement, from considering WWII an ‘Imperialist War’ (and not democracy fighting 
fascism as purported by British and French imperialists) to regarding it a ‘People’s War’ 
in 1941.18 Until then, the CPI had actively been engaged in anti-war propaganda, counter-
ing the British government’s army recruitment campaign with the “Na ekpai, na ek bhai” 
(not a pie, not a man for war) campaign beginning in Punjab, the main catchment area 
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for the British Indian army, before spreading to other parts of the country.19 Simultane-
ously, Hungry Bengal casts light on the intricacies of inter-party relations in Bengal at the 
time, presenting them as part of a nuanced political spectrum within which boundaries 
were not as watertight or absolutely contradictory as we tend to imagine today.  

Unlike in the Famine sketches Chittaprosad made the year after (in 1944), the figures 
in the Hungry Bengal sketches bear no names. Yet, there is nothing generic about them. 
His use of space and ink on paper bring to life figures that are distinctive in their every 
line and expression. Apart from the sketches made in conjunction with the narrative of 
Chittaprosad’s tour through Midnapur, Hungry Bengal also includes scenes from Cal-
cutta’s pavements during the famine. The close, incomparable glimpses into the lives of 
people rendered displaced by the famine, both in Chittaprosad’s writing and art, betray 
an honesty, a commitment to and investment in the tour he had undertaken on the Com-
munist Party’s instructions.  

Here is a downloadable, print-ready file containing a selection of excerpts from Hungry 
Bengal : https://bit.ly/3GaieJf 
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Read more on the CPI and the Second 
World War here:  

https://sites.google.com/site/sastudycen-
tre/cpi-and-the-second-world-war 

If this is a direction the teacher is inter-
ested in, students could also be encour-
aged to construct a timeline of the CPI 
from its founding to 1950, and try to locate 
the trajectory of Chittaprosad’s life along-
side.



lu Rajmal, Birbhum. Courtesy: DAG

Bengal Relief Committee Shishu Sadan, Munshiganj. Courtesy: DAG



The Silent Muslim Boy. Courtesy: DAG

 Courtesy: DAG



CHITTAPROSAD’S ‘POST-HUNGRY BENGAL’ SKETCHES 

 

 

This brutal censorship did not halt Chittaprosad as an artist–reporter. Between June and 
August 1944, he resumed traveling, this time through the Bikrampur, Cox’s Bazar, Mun-
shiganj and Chittagong regions of Bengal, producing his ‘post-Hungry Bengal’ sketches.20 
These sketches and their accompanying reports would regularly be published in People’s 
War, the official CPI newspaper that had 4 editions (Hindi, Urdu, English and Marathi). 

 

Here is a selection of Chittaprosad’s 1944 famine sketches, available in a  downloadable 
and print-ready format at: https://bit.ly/3jHXNeZ 

Below are three suggested ways you can use/draw from/combine to engage your students 
with Chittaprosad’s Famine drawings and writings:  

 

 

 

Activity 4:  
 

 

 

I. Pick any of the artworks shared in this section.  

First impressions on seeing the artwork: What do you i) see ii) feel iii) think v) want •
to know? Is there anything you are reminded of? 

What expressions do you observe? Try to pinpoint what in the sketch you are reading •
this from? 

Based on what you have read so far in this module, why do you think the artist picked •
the medium he did (pen and ink on paper)? 

 

 

II. For an activity focused on the subjects of Chittaprosad’s written reportage: 

Where is this interaction taking place? •

What are their means of living?  •

How are they coping with the crisis? •

What kind of government action has been undertaken? •

What are the key themes this excerpt is dwelling on? •
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III. Based on your engagement with all of the shared excerpts (written text + art): 

 

What themes (if any) do you identify as common across these accounts and art-•
works? 

Towards whom is Chittaprosad’s criticism directed and why? •

What impressions do you gain of Chittaprosad’s beliefs and politics based on his •
commentaries (including in the captions); his choices of interviewees and which  
narratives he highlights?  

What about this document do you think led to it being banned by the British •
administration? 

 

 

RELATED PROJECT IDEAS: 

 

Pick any journalistic writing/work of photojournalism from contemporary times address-
ing the aftermath of a crisis: In what ways do you find Chittaprosad’s reportage similar 
and/or dissimilar from the piece you have picked? How important do you think some-
one’s personal and political beliefs are when it comes to their authorial voice or lens?  

 

If you had the chance to interview Chittaprosad after his Midnapur tour of ’43 and ’44, 
what questions would you have for him as both an artist and journalist?  

 

Were any other ‘cultural productions’ of the time based on the Bengal Famine censored 
by the British government in India?  

 

In light of what you have gauged about the role of media and the kind of coverage the 
Famine of ’43 received: What do you think was the significance of Chittaprosad’s coverage 
of the famine? 

 

In a letter dated 20 November 1960, Chittaprosad expressed to a friend (‘Brother Murari’): 

 

‘It isn’t essential to make use of pictures as the saddle-horse of history. At least I don’t 
intend to do that - pictures won’t merely be a supplement to the text. Had my famine 
sketches not been supported by reportage, even then the pictures would have spoken 
for themselves. What is essential is that the life-rhythm of the pictures maintain a con-
nection with the flux of history, and that is precisely why I must tour Bengal on foot.’21   

 

Most of the famine sketches you have engaged with above come with detailed notes the 
artist made. As a viewer, do you agree with Chittaprosad that ‘the pictures would have 
spoken for themselves’ without the reportage? Explain your response. 
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THE BENGAL FAMINE AND THE ARTS 
 

Was Chittaprosad working in isolation or was he part of an environment that had a  
similar trajectory?  

 

The Famine of 1943 is imprinted in the Bengali memory in a way that no other 
natural catastrophe is. Those who actually witnessed the event are today a dwin-
dling lot, but in many cases their childhood memory of disaster is still clear. Many 
of their anecdotes form part of family lore: at least for the following generation 
they are familiar and often repeated, as also are, for instance, accounts of the 
trauma of the Partition of Bengal (1947) and the Great Bengal Killings of 1946. 
More to the point, however, is the fact that the famine was written permanently 
into popular consciousness by the powerful cultural productions of the time. 
These range from fiction and drama to woodcuts, drawings, and photographs [. 
. .]. For individuals of my generation, the understanding of the Bengal famine itself 
is shaped by its powerful artistic representations. 

-Amlan Das Gupta, ‘The Economy of Hunger: Representing the Bengal Famine of 1943’ in 
A Cultural History of Famine: Food Security and the Environment in India and Britain (Routledge, 
2019). 

 

In 1943, Chittaprosad moved to Calcutta, becoming a card-carrying member of the Com-
munist Party of India, and later to the CPI HQ at Bombay on P.C. Joshi’s instructions. He 
was not the only one to do so—Sunil Janah, a young amateur photographer who had ac-
companied P.C. Joshi on his tour through Bengal documenting the effects of the Famine 
and whose works would regularly feature in People’s War through the 40s, had a similar 
trajectory. ‘Chittaprosad became the artist reporter, probably the first in India to combine 
ground research, political reporting and visual arts. He became an integral part of the 
Anti-Fascist Writers’ and Artists’ Association, the Indian People’s Theatre Association 
(IPTA), and the national and regional organs of the Party across India. As a cultural 
worker, he toured extensively, documenting peasant movements, workers’ strikes, peas-
ant conferences, political agitations . . . ’.22  Janah and Chittaprosad would continue to be 
friends long after their dissociation with the CPI in the aftermath of P.C. Joshi’s dismissal 
as the party General Secretary.  

With the focused efforts of P.C. Joshi, his tenure as General Secretary of the CPI (1935 
to 1947) arguably saw the fullest possible utilization of culture, literature and the per-
forming arts. He had successfully managed to mobilize the country’s prominent writers, 
journalists, artists, economists, historians, film and stage actors to rally around the CPI’s 
newspaper People’s War (renamed People’s Age after WWII).23  
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Sanjukta Sunderason writes about Calcutta during the Bengal Famine of  ’43, 

For the common man in the city, “knowing” the arrival of the famine came from 
“seeing” the changing sights on the streets, a dramatic transformation beyond 
more common sights of urban poverty. Rather than food riots or resistance from 
a starving mass, the monumentality of the famine lay in its spectres of suffering, 
as city sisceral presence of sights of emaciation and death as part of the everyday 
cityscape made famine imagery a staple of artists, writers and performers. As cul-
tural production strove to visualise hunger and displacement, art was reimagined 
as testimony, and the artist as activist. Realism was born in the streets of Calcutta, 
noted Burhanuddin Khan Jahangir, biographer of Abedin.24 

 

Do you know of any other artists who documented the Bengal Famine of 1943?  

You could begin your explorations here: https://bit.ly/3i26AYS 

 

One of the most prominent cultural responses to the ’43 Famine was perhaps the birth 
of the Indian People’s Theatre Association (IPTA), the oldest association of theatre artists 
in the Indian subcontinent, its logo designed by Chittaprosad.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 •

 

 

As the Bengal Famine of 1943 began to unfold, the pervading sights of suffering and star-
vation triggered in many artists the need to respond, to spread the word as widely as pos-
sible about a disaster of mass scale that was very deliberately being hushed up by the 
British colonial administration. One of the forms this urge to respond took was street 
theatre. The Bengal Cultural Squad as it was called comprised theatre groups, progressive 
cultural troupes and cultural activists who mobilized themselves, driven by the need to 
help bring relief to the affected masses.   

In 1941, Ani de Silva, a Sri Lankan journalist, led the initiative to organize the various 
regional chapters of the Cultural Squads into a pan-India (undivided British India)  
organization in whose name the scientist Homi J. Bhabha suggested including ‘People’s 
Theatre’ (inspired by Romain Rolland’s The People’s Theatre). And thus, the Indian Peo-
ple’s Theatre Association was born.  

For more on the IPTA, take a look at this document: https://bit.ly/3Wzf4WD 
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Courtesy: India Post, Government of India; sourced from  
Wikimedia Commons

What does this logo depict? •

What does this logo tell you •
about the Indian People’s 
Theatre Association? 



ACTIVITY 5 

 

 

Students are divided into groups and each group assigned/allowed to pick one of the fol-
lowing categories: Photography, Drawings, Theatre, Literature, Cinema. 

Find out the names of some practitioners reacting to the Bengal Famine in their work, 
associated with the art form you have picked/been assigned. Select any one practitioner 
from among them to focus on. Then, attempt to explore further using the below ques-
tionnaire to guide you. 

What kind of work were they creating? Were they creating alone or in collaboration? •

Did the creator/s have any specific ‘purpose’ for their works on the Bengal Famine in •
mind?  

Where was the practitioner based?  •

Who was the audience? Mention your source/s. •

What themes do you identify in their work? Illustrate with at least two examples. Pro-•
vide specific contexts to the examples if possible.  

 

  

If you’d like your students to focus on the IPTA of the 1940s, here’s an activity designed 
for the purpose: 

ACTIVITY 6 

 

Provide the students all the reading material here: https://bit.ly/3Wzf4WD.  

They are then divided into four groups, each assigned one of the following tasks: 

Make a graphic chart depicting the socio-political context to the formation of the •
IPTA. 

What is the ‘Living Newspaper’ format? Pick any one song by the IPTA and attempt •
to critically locate it. 

Pick any one/two names in the categories of Actor/Singer/Dancer/Author/Playwright •
associated actively with IPTA and collate an illustrated presentation (could also be 
in the form of an exhibition) on what you learn about them and their work in the 
IPTA. 

Select any one play/production by IPTA to read up about. Following this, make a cre-•
ative poster for the play based on what you find.   

 

Question for all the students at the end of the above exercise: 

Based on your readings, what functions do you think the IPTA played: 

As an information media? •

As a mobilizing force? •
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Watch Dharti Ke Lal here:  
https://alkazifoundation.org/alka
zi-theatre-archive-3/ 



CHITTAPROSAD: AFTER THE FAMINE?  
 

 

What direction/s did Chittaprosad’s life take after the famine drawings he is most well 
known for? Continuing to create posters for the Communist Party as well as sharp polit-
ical cartoons that would be circulated across the subcontinent and beyond through Peo-
ple’s War (renamed People’s Age after the end of WWII), Chittaprosad however dissociated 
from the CPI after 1948.  

Sanjukta Sunderason writes, 

During the war years of 1943–4, when Bengal reeled under an notorious ‘man-
made’ famine that killed millions, Chittaprosad’s stark pen and ink sketches of 
emaciation and displacement became the dominant visual repertoire of human 
tragedy, circulated nationwide in CPI journals, political meetings and demon-
strations, travelling Cultural Squads of the Indian People’s Theatre Association 
(IPTA), as well in various famine exhibitions in the country, for generating aware-
ness, propaganda or fundraising. His work continued to appear regularly until 
the end of 1947, after which not only did his visibility reduce but the entire Left-
wing cultural movement he was integral to was disbanded. 

As India gained independence amidst partition in August 1947, the Second 
National Conference of the CPI declared the ‘falsity’ of the independence, rup-
turing the nationalist co-existence of the Party under the previous and now-ex-
pelled Party Secretary P. C. Joshi. Joshi’s exit saw the cultural ‘front’ dissipated 
and many artists estranged from the Party. Chittaprosad removed himself from 
the CPI after 1948 and led a life of bitterness and seclusion in a dingy room on 
the outskirts of Bombay until he died uncelebrated in Calcutta in 1978. It was as 
late as 1993 that the Lalit Kala Akademi, India’s national academy for the arts (es-
tablished in 1954 by the new government under Jawaharlal Nehru) brought out 
the first monograph on Chittaprosad, before which his work featured only rarely 
in narratives of the famine of 1943 and the literature on the Left-wing ‘cultural 
renaissance’ of the 1940s referred to as the ‘Marxist cultural movement’. Between 
1948 until his death, Chittaprosad had a handful of exhibitions in the erstwhile 
East Germany and Czechoslovakia, in Hungary, and one in the United States. For 
his friends within the Left, his lack of visibility in the art scene in India or the cul-
tural activities of the Party was related to his profound political disillusionment 
as well as his personal inertia.  

Chittaprosad’s disassociation from the CPI was, however, neither simple nor 
complete. Though disillusioned with the Party line, he retained a lasting associ-
ation with his former comrades and a sustained engagement with la condition 
humaine. . . . After his estrangement from the CPI, Chittaprosad retired to Bom-
bay, lodging thereafter in a small shanty room on the city outskirts with little fi-
nancial support from the Party or further Party commissions. He continued to 
work, with some international recognition until his death, particularly making 
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illustrations for children’s books, organizing small shows with his handmade 
puppets and making a series of linocuts on child labour. His directly political 
works ceased to appear in print after late 1940, though he continued to produce 
cartoons critiquing time and again the new government of free India, and in-
volved himself with the World Peace movement. Many of his post-1940s political 
images were never published and hence it is difficult to ascertain the exact body 
of political imagery that he might have made in the 1950s and 1960s. His associ-
ation with the CPI too remained fraught. Hailed as a ‘Joshite’, he had clear ideo-
logical differences with the new Party leadership in 1948 and yet, as his letters to 
his former comrades reveal, he remained a firm believer in Communist politics 
and the revolutionary potential of art. A sustained note of disillusionment with 
the Party and the failed potential of the cultural movement are evident in the let-
ters he wrote while he remained submerged in isolation, half-expecting the Party 
to acknowledge his art.25  
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